Compact
Lines
AUTOMATED COMPACT SIZE LINES TAILORED FOR
VARIOUS SURFACE TREATMENT PROCESSES
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Global Experience
Galvatek is a world renowned technology expert of automated
surface treatment plants with experience stretching over
three decades. Galvatek’s pioneering excellence and advanced
process solutions have provided it’s customers with superior
quality and lasting reliability using always the best available
technology.
Galvatek is the only supplier in the world to have reliably
delivered automated plants to locations all across the globe.
Galvatek’s clientele include many of the leading aerospace
companies of the world.
Global experience combined with tested efficiency, reliability,
and environmental sustainable solutions has produced
technologically advanced solutions based on pioneering
innovations and cutting-edge know-how.
Galvatek’s designs are always tailored to specific customer
requirements and specifications for best efficiency and use of
space.
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Compact Lines for Surface Treatment
Galvatek Compact Lines are conveniently pre-assembled and
tested at our manufacturer’s premises and brought to site
ready to be installed – hence minimizing costs arising from
disruption to production.
Innovative modular structure and compact size allows line
to be transported safely in trucks or containers to locations
anywhere in the world and re-located later, if necessary.
Galvatek compact lines include many useful features to
ensure effective use of space as well as flexible installation and
arrangement inside the production facility.

Pre-assembled Galvatek Compact Lines can be
transferred on site with trucks in one or multiple
modules.

•

Pre-assembled and tested

•

Modular structure

•

Fast assembly

•

Compact size

•

Easy re-location

•

Competitive cost
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Designed for
Versatility
Galvatek compact size plants are especially suitable for
production types which require small to medium sized tanks
and other equipment. The modular structure of the compact
lines enable flexible and cost-effective plant lay-out solutions
for wide range of customer requirements.
Compact size plants can also be customized to meet the
needs of more specialized processes provided they can be
pre-assembled at Galvatek manufacturer’s premises and then
brought to the site in one or multiple modules.
Typical applications include:

•

Chemical cleaning and etching

•

Electroplating

•

Phosphating

•

Stripping

•

Die-tool cleaning

•

Special applications
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Big Features in Compact Package
Galvatek is dedicated in designing the most efficient
process solutions at any given space or production type. Our
solid know-how in production facility design, high quality
components and effective project management enables us to
provide our clients with state-of-the-art equipment to meet
the demands of today.
As a forerunner in the field of advanced surface treatment
lines, Galvatek continuously strives for providing it’s customers
more innovative, more eco-friendly and yet cost-effective
solutions for improving their existing production lines.
Galvatek Compact Line represents just that. It is designed for
fast and flexible production up-date or re-organization.
Compact size doesn’t mean a compromise in features. You still
get all the advantages that come as standard with all Galvatek
deliveries. The only difference is the size of the line.

•
•
•

•

Easy to relocate thanks to modular
structure with demountable
connections

•

Significantly lower energy costs

•

•

Lower labour costs

•

Multilingual user interface for
Galcont™ control system

•
•
•
•

Tested high quality solutions
Best available components
Operations can be executed in automated, semiautomated or manual mode
Multiple treatment programs can be run
simultaneously
Complete traceability of treated products
Automatic control system for precise and reliable
treatment program management
Safer and cleaner working environment
Remote diagnostics and support with optional
maintenance service contract
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Advanced
Technology

Global Partner
Network

The high quality and reliability of Galvatek innovations
are achieved by using the best components and
equipment that not only ensure long life-span but also
minimize service needs. This is especially important for
surface treatment where strong chemicals are applied.

Galvatek upholds a network of long term partnerships
with reliable partners and subcontractors. This ensures
that our customer always receives the highest product
quality and best return and right process solutions that
meet their production requirements exactly.

The encapsulated structure of Candovent ventilation
lines prevents any fumes escaping to the surrounding
area ensuring safer and more hygienic working
environment. It is especially appreciated by the line
operators who are now safe from the hazardous fumes
and splashes of the treatment process.

Our compact line demonstrates this goal perfectly; it
can always be economically modified at our workshop
before shipment. The lines are manufactured according
to EU regulations and certified for highest quality CE
mark.

The unique Galcont Control System operated with the
user-friendly Windows interface assures smooth and
trouble-free running of the whole automatic process.
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Unique Innovations
Galvatek Compact lines include a number
of unique innovations that make them
superior choice for even the most
demanding processes. They are designed
to make it convenient and fast to install,
easy to use and even re-locate to another
production facility, if necessary.
There is hardly any disruption to on-going
processes as the installation time on site
is very short thanks to preassembly at
Galvatek’s premises.
Galvatek has unrivalled experience in
designing automated surface treatment
systems for demanding processes. Our
reference portfolio includes most of the
major aviation companies in the world.
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Galvatek system
solutions are designed
to streamline the
existing processes
and make them safer,
more efficient and
straightforward to use.

Our 3D design system
enables accurate and
clear visualizations
that clearly present
the benefits of the
automated line.

The chemical resistant
tanks are specially
designed and tested to
withstand securely the
wear of even the most
challenging chemicals.

Covered tanks and
a closed ventilation
system ensure clean,
safe and pleasant
working environment.
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Optimal Performance
Galvatek solutions are designed to maximize efficiency
and minimize running costs. Our closed Candovent
ventilation system prevents hazardous chemicals from
evaporating or spilling from the tanks, creating a clean
and safe working environment.
Automation makes the work easier and more accurate.

•

•

•
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Candovent ventilation system with
hooded hoists and solid covered
tanks reduce ventilation costs by more
than 70%.
Automated surface treatment process
saves in personnel costs as skilled
workforce can be released to more
value adding tasks.
Compared to manual lines less
products are wasted due to operator
errors, since the products are always
treated strictly according to the
treatment program.

The Candovent ventilation system extracts vapours
through ventilated transporter hoods whenever the tank
covers are open and also directly from the tanks.
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Clever Automation
The whole process is controlled with state-of-the-art
Galcont™ control system with easy to use multilingual
Windows-based interface.
Our Galcont process and production control system
has been designed for automated surface and water
treatment plants. Galcont™ optimises production turnaround times and enables processes to be run more
flexibly. The results are better quality and the freedom
to control processes remotely, away from the harmful
effects of chemicals

•

•
•
•
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Galcont™ is designed to optimise the
plant capacity giving the best return
for your investment.
Multiple treatment programs can be
run simultaneously.
Product damages due to operator
errors are minimized.
Significantly lower labour and energy
costs.

Automated Galvatek plants can be run in automated,
semi-automated or manual mode
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Comprehensive Service
Close cooperation with our customers ensure that we
are able to design our products and services to facilitate
our customer’s requirements.
To help our customer maximise the productivity of
their investment we offer comprehensive Galvatek
maintenance program. This support service covers the
maintenance needs of all the equipment for it’s whole
life cycle.
We recommend this tailored service package to all our
customers, ensuring effective production far into the
future. We offer support both on site and remotely.
Galvatek online support offers fast and effective service
whether you need urgent assistance or regular program
updates anywhere in the world.

Assured updates and assistance. The highly recommended
Preventive Maintenance contract includes regular visits
and consulting, continuous online service availability and
fast action service.
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Your Global Partner
Some of our references around the world
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Oy Galvatek Ab
Vesijärvenkatu 38
15140 Lahti - Finland
T: +358 3 526 6600
F: +358 3 526 6640
sales@galvatek.fi

www.galvatek.fi

